1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Anxiety disorders are highly prevalent in the general population, and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is one of the most common forms ([@bib0109]). GAD is characterized by chronic, persistent worry that is present more days than not over at least the past six months ([@bib0003]). In addition to the psychological manifestation of this disorder, GAD also presents physically. In fact, it is often physical ailments---such as gastrointestinal upset or headaches---that cause patients to seek treatment ([@bib0110]). According to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, 5th edition* (DSM-5), an adult patient\'s chronic worry must be accompanied by three or more of the following symptoms---irritability, difficulty concentrating, insomnia, fatigue, restlessness, or muscle tension---again occurring more often than not in the past 6 months for a GAD diagnosis to be made ([@bib0003]). A comprehensive systematic review and meta-analysis of the body of work to date may elucidate the common neural correlates underlying this disorder. The purpose of the current work is to review the neural differences occurring in GAD, compared to healthy controls (HC), as assessed by structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies.

Neurophysiology can be assessed various ways, even within the field of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Investigations of brain structure commonly include measures of local volumetric (e.g., voxel-based morphometry), cortical thickness, and surface area differences and, less common, local gyrification index (i.e., cortex within sulcal folds, compared to gyral cortex) and white matter lesions (hyperintensities in a typical T2-weighted MRI). Furthermore, physical white matter connections can also be assessed---diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) assesses this structural connectivity via fractional anisotropy (a measure of sphericity of diffusion in neural tissue), mean diffusivity (average diffusion within a region), apparent diffusion coefficient (magnitude of diffusion in a region), tractography (a technique for modelling neural tracts), and axial (diffusivity along the principal axis) and radial diffusivity (average diffusivity along two minor axes). In addition to investigating structural neuroanatomy, much MRI research has been done elucidating neural function via task-based activation and functional connectivity (FC). Task-based fMRI identifies regions of the brain or spinal cord whose activity correlates with task performance. FC assesses how the activity of various regions correlate to each other ([@bib0046]). Various measures of FC exist: Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) examines interactions between physiological variables and experimental (e.g., task) factors ([@bib0046]), regional homogeneity (ReHo) investigates local FC, evaluating the time-series of voxels and their nearest neighbours ([@bib0126]), amplitude of low frequency fluctuations (ALFF) examines differences in the magnitude of the slow oscillating activity observed in resting state fMRI between regions, and individuals ([@bib0127]) and independent component analysis (ICA) identifies signals with maximum independence from each other and can be used to separate resting state networks from each other (i.e., resting state fMRI; [@bib0022]).

Several reviews have been conducted in attempts to amalgamate results from the types of neuroimaging studies described above, in order to visualise how anxious brains differ from non-anxious ones. Recent reviews indicate that anxiety and mood disorders often share a common neurological pathophysiology involving the prefrontal cortex (PFC), hippocampus, and amygdala ([@bib0038]), with a key feature being increased amygdala and decreased PFC activity ([@bib0099]). In one review, fear-based conditions (panic disorder \[PD\]/specific phobias) resulted in greater involvement in emotion-generating regions (e.g., dorsal anterior cingulate cortex \[ACC\], amygdala, insula), while anxiety-based conditions (GAD/posttraumatic stress disorder \[PTSD\]) had greater PFC dysregulation ([@bib0038]).

Looking specifically at GAD, altered function was observed in the PFC and ACC resulting from tasks investigating emotion dysregulation, conditioned fear overgeneralization, and worry induction in one systematic review ([@bib0071]). Furthermore, reduced FC between the amygdala and cortex was also reported ([@bib0071]). Similarly, [@bib0052], reviewing many of the same papers, observed alterations in the same three areas in GAD (PFC, amygdala, ACC), with the addition of the hippocampus. The main findings from Hilbert and colleagues' systematic review were that GAD patients had abnormal activity in PFC and amygdala, increased amygdala grey matter (GM), and decreased FC and structural connectivity between these regions, combined with increased reactivity of the noradrenergic system, compared to HC. More recently, [@bib0043] also observed abnormal PFC and limbic activation in response to facial affect processing, affective learning and regulation, and perseverative cognition tasks and altered FC when comparing GAD and HC groups. Although these results appear vague and nondescript (i.e., "abnormal" activity rather than increased or decreased), [@bib0043] discussed that this variability may actually be a facet of GAD. These authors discuss that, because the pathological worry in GAD can be generated *without* external stimulation, this neural state may remain less impacted *by* external stimuli. All three of these systematic reviews come to the same conclusion: (f)MRI provides evidence for top-down emotion processing deficits in GAD. Since these reviews were conducted ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]; [@bib0071]), a large number of new studies have been published. Furthermore, no current papers have conducted meta-analyses on any aspect of GAD MRI work.

The purpose of the current systematic review and meta-analyses is to summarize all MRI studies that compare neural differences between subjects with GAD and HC, yielding structural, FC, or task-based results. We hypothesize that the results from the meta-analysis and systematic review will corroborate the findings of the previous systematic reviews conducted with fewer records, as well as identify regions previously under-recognized. The outcomes of this paper will be structural (local and connectivity measures), FC, and task-based activity from (f) MRI research in GAD and HC. The resulting synthesis will provide a more detailed understanding of the neurophysiology underlying this highly prevalent and debilitating anxiety disorder.

2. Methods {#sec0002}
==========

2.1. Literature search and selection criteria {#sec0003}
---------------------------------------------

The GAD neuroimaging literature was systematically searched on March 12, 2018, from inception. The comprehensive search included Medical Subject Headings, text, and keywords using the Embase, Ovid Medline, PsycINFO, Scopus, and Web of Science databases. Two main themes were included in the search: (1) MRI and (2) generalized anxiety disorder (please see supplemental material for the full search terms). Note that different search terms were used for different databases, based on the requirements of each database---for example, databases that use Medical Subject Headings have specific terminology that may not be applicable to other databases. The reference lists of all included articles were reviewed to identify further relevant papers. Studies were included if they were full-text, published articles that reported on original research using MRI with human subjects and if they compared neural structure (connectivity and local indices---e.g., volume), FC, or activity in subjects with GAD to HC. Although country of origin was not restricted, language was restricted to English.

2.2. Study selection {#sec0004}
--------------------

All titles and abstracts were reviewed independently by two reviewers (T.A.K. and E.B.) using EndNote X7 software. Any title or abstract selected by either reviewer was included for further examination. All full-text articles were then screened for final inclusion by the same two reviewers; any disagreements at this stage were solved by consensus. Full-text articles were included for final selection if they met the following criteria: (1) original research; (2) not solely an abstract; (3) reported human MRI findings; (4) in a GAD population where GAD was the primary or most prominent diagnosis; (5) included a contrast between GAD and HC participants. While the systematic review portion of the current work includes whole-brain, region-of-interest, and seed-based results, the meta-analyses are limited to studies that included whole-brain data.

2.3. Data extraction and synthesis {#sec0005}
----------------------------------

Data were extracted using a standardized form, including the publication year, sample size, populations sampled (some studies included additional diagnoses), study modality (structure, FC, task), comorbidities, disease duration, diagnostic criteria, medications, questionnaires, MRI sequence type, data analysis software, contrasts performed, and regions (including coordinates, Brodmann areas, and lateralisation, as applicable) of structural, FC, and activity differences (see supplementary data spreadsheet). Demographic data included distribution of sex, handedness, age, and location of data collection. Attempts were made to contact authors to obtain missing information; however, if authors could not be reached, information remains incomplete in some instances.

2.4. Meta-Analyses {#sec0006}
------------------

Two meta-analyses were conducted: one for voxel-based morphometry (VBM), and one for task-based results (comparing neutral and negative emotion-evoking stimuli) using Anisotropic Effect Size Seed-Based D Mapping (AES-SDM) software, version 5.15 ([www.sdmproject.com](http://www.sdmproject.com){#interref0003}; [@bib0102]; [@bib0103], [@bib0104]). Instead of assigning voxels a conventional value, this software uses Hedge\'s g to assign each voxel a measure of effect size ([@bib0103]). This software has been used to assess a variety of structural and functional MRI findings from various populations in the past (e.g., [@bib0055]; [@bib0096]; [@bib0121]). Records were included in meta-analyses only if they explored the whole brain, and used a single significance threshold throughout the brain ([@bib0102]). Additionally, if multiple studies were individually eligible for meta-analysis, but had confirmed or suspected participant overlap, the record with a greater sample size was included in the meta-analysis. When possible, whole brain maps were used, while peak voxels were used when maps were not available. Furthermore, our criterion for meta-analysis was a minimum of 5 studies, provided they included at least one whole-brain map. Although some records included results with a patient group in addition to GAD and were eligible for the systematic review, in some cases it was not possible to isolate results specific to only GAD and HC groups, these records were excluded from the meta-analysis (e.g., [@bib0009]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0044]). Studies were included in the meta-analysis if they reported null findings, if they met the eligibility criteria.

First, meta-analyses that included whole-brain maps were converted to a useable format for the AES-SDM software. In one task-based study ([@bib0092]), three contrasts were performed comparing negative emotion-evoking faces to a neutral baseline (fearful \> neutral, angry \> neutral, sad \> neutral). As it would not be appropriate to add these contrasts to the meta-analysis as individual records---this would bias the results by including data from the same individuals as if they were independent---the peak coordinates from these three contrasts were combined into a single brain map so that all of the data from these negative contrasts could be used in the meta-analysis. This combined brain map was then preprocessed along with the remaining task records. For both meta-analyses, any values listed as *z*-scores were converted to *t*-scores prior to preprocessing. Data from each meta-analysis was preprocessed using 50 Monte Carlo randomizations. Next, a voxel-wise random-effects analysis was conducted in which the weighted mean differences in GM or activity between subjects with GAD and HC were computed, providing between-study heterogeneity estimates, variance (I^2^), *z*, and probability maps. This mean analysis is weighted for sample size, intra-study variance, and between group heterogeneity ([@bib0101], [@bib0102]; [@bib0104]). Due to the low sample sizes of the meta-analyses, complementary meta-analyses were limited to jackknife sensitivity analyses, as such analyses looking at age-, medication-, or comorbidity-effects were not conducted. Statistical significance was set to *p~voxel~* (\< 0.005, uncorrected), with peak SDM-*z* score \> 1, and a minimum extent of 10 contiguous voxels, for optimal balance between *α* and *β* errors ([@bib0102]).

2.5. Assessment of study consistency {#sec0007}
------------------------------------

Consistency was assessed qualitatively for the systematic review. The included studies varied in a number of areas, particularly in inclusion/exclusion criteria as various age groups, comorbidities, medication use, and diagnostic criteria were either allowed or disallowed. Additionally, study design was highly varied across studies, which is not unexpected, particularly amongstst task-based studies.

Upon examination of the systematic review data, many of the cerebellum results were simply labelled as 'cerebellum' and more detailed descriptions were not provided, perhaps attributable to software limitations. To develop a better understanding of cerebellar location, all cerebellum coordinates were labelled using either Talairach Client (for Talairach coordinates; <http://www.talairach.org/client.html>) or the aal atlas in MRIcron (for Montreal Neurological Institute \[MNI\] coordinates; <https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron>).

For the meta-analyses, robustness of findings was assessed using jackknife sensitivity analyses which use a leave-one-out method ([@bib0101]). I^2^ index and Egger\'s tests, used to assess heterogeneity of effect sizes and publication bias, respectively, were also conducted for each meta-analysis. Funnel plots were created for significant meta-analytic clusters.

3. Results {#sec0008}
==========

3.1. Identification of studies {#sec0009}
------------------------------

The search strategy yielded 4645 total records, and after 1206 duplicates were removed, 85 met the inclusion criteria (see [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} for flow diagram). Of the included records, 35 included structural analyses ([@bib0001]; [@bib0007]; [@bib0016]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0032], [@bib0033]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0061], [@bib0062], [@bib0063]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0073]; [@bib0074]; [@bib0077], [@bib0079], [@bib0080], [@bib0081]; [@bib0082], [@bib0083], [@bib0085]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0112], [@bib0113]; [@bib0116]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0120]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0129]), 32 included FC analyses ([@bib0005]; [@bib0006]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0026]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0031]; [@bib0039]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0059]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0066]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0089]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0111]; [@bib0117]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0119]; [@bib0124]), and 42 included task-based designs ([@bib0004], [@bib0005]; [@bib0009]; [@bib0013]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0015]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0026]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0036]; [@bib0039]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0044], [@bib0045]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0048]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0075], [@bib0076]; [@bib0078], [@bib0081]; [@bib0084], [@bib0085], [@bib0086]; [@bib0088]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0094]; [@bib0097]; [@bib0111]; [@bib0122]; [@bib0123]; [@bib0125]). For reader ease, records are sorted by modality in the supplementary data spreadsheet. For information on any specific study, refer to the supplementary data spreadsheet.Fig. 1Flow diagram for inclusion of final records.Fig 1

3.2. Details of included studies {#sec0010}
--------------------------------

Although databases were searched from inception, studies in which GAD was investigated with MRI ranged from 2008 to 2018. Out of the 85 records included, 1 was conducted in South America, 14 were conducted in Europe, 23 in Asia, and 47 in North America (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} for references). Handedness was recorded in 43 of the papers (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}), of which 99% of the participants were right-handed. Across the 85 studies, there were a total of 4160 participants (1855 with a diagnosis of GAD) that underwent an MRI scan with approximately 63% of participants being female. However, this sample size is inflated as many papers shared participants within labs (see supplementary Table S1).Table 1Basic demographic and sample information for included records.Table 1Sample Characteristic*N*Records***Location***South America1([@bib0117])Europe14([@bib0016]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0036]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0065], [@bib0066]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0074]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0094]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0116])Asia23([@bib0031]; [@bib0059]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0061], [@bib0062], [@bib0063]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0077], [@bib0078], [@bib0079], [@bib0080], [@bib0081]; [@bib0082]; [@bib0083], [@bib0084]; [@bib0085]; [@bib0086]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0119]; [@bib0120]; [@bib0124]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0129])North America47([@bib0001]; [@bib0004], [@bib0005], [@bib0006]; [@bib0007]; [@bib0009]; [@bib0013]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0015]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0026]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0032], [@bib0033]; [@bib0039], [@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0044]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0048]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0072], [@bib0073]; [@bib0075], [@bib0076]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0088]; [@bib0089]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0097]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0111], [@bib0112], [@bib0113]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0122]; [@bib0123]; [@bib0125])  ***Handedness***Recorded43([@bib0016]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0031]; [@bib0033]; [@bib0036]; [@bib0039], [@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0059]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0061], [@bib0062], [@bib0063]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0065], [@bib0066]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0072], [@bib0073]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0078]; [@bib0084]; [@bib0085]; [@bib0088]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0094]; [@bib0097]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0116]; [@bib0117]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0119]; [@bib0120]; [@bib0122]; [@bib0125]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0129])  ***Sample Age***Adolescent16([@bib0032], [@bib0033]; [@bib0048]; [@bib0061], [@bib0062], [@bib0063]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0075], [@bib0076]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0111], [@bib0112], [@bib0113]; [@bib0117])Adult61([@bib0001]; [@bib0009]; [@bib0013]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0015]; [@bib0016]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0026]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0031]; [@bib0036]; [@bib0039], [@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0044], [@bib0045]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0059]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0065], [@bib0066]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0074]; [@bib0077], [@bib0078], [@bib0079], [@bib0080], [@bib0081]; [@bib0082]; [@bib0083], [@bib0084]; [@bib0085]; [@bib0086]; [@bib0088]; [@bib0089]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0094]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0116]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0119]; [@bib0120]; [@bib0122]; [@bib0123]; [@bib0124]; [@bib0125]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0129])Elderly7([@bib0004], [@bib0005], [@bib0007]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0072], [@bib0073]; [@bib0097])Adult + Elderly1([@bib0006])  ***Records with Additional Patient Groups***GSP1([@bib0013])GSP + GAD/GSP1([@bib0014])SP1([@bib0048])SAD2([@bib0015]; [@bib0100])SAD + PD2([@bib0021]; [@bib0044])PD3([@bib0009]; [@bib0031]; [@bib0116])GAD/MDD1([@bib0027])GAD/MDD + MDD3([@bib0024]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0089])PTSD2([@bib0030]; [@bib0128])Primary Insomnia1([@bib0091])[^1]

Sixteen studies included more than one patient population (i.e., in addition to a GAD group), including social anxiety disorder (SAD; also including previous iterations such as generalized social phobia and social phobia), PD, major depressive disorder (MDD), PTSD, and primary insomnia (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, of these 16 studies, five included a purposeful comorbid group in which patients had both GAD, and generalized social phobia or MDD comorbidity. These studies included these comorbidities or differential diagnoses as distinct groups, rather than simply allowing comorbidities in the inclusion criteria; i.e., many of the included studies did not exclude participants for having additional anxiety disorders or mood disorders. Two records compared anxiety disorders in general to HC, but were included as they conducted contrasts with the GAD subpopulation in their anxiety group ([@bib0087]; [@bib0117]). For additional information on comorbidities, see the supplementary data spreadsheet.

All records included mean, median or range of participant ages: 16 studies were done in an adolescent population, 61 were done in an adult population, 7 studies were done in an elderly population, and adult and elderly participants were compared in 1 study (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}).

3.3. Study design {#sec0011}
-----------------

Structural analyses were conducted in 35 records and spanned a variety of methodologies, including (1) diffusion tensor imaging (DTI, *n* = 10), (2) white matter hyperintensity (WMH, *n* = 2), (3) cortical thickness analysis (CTA, *n* = 4), (4) VBM (*n* = 16), (5) other volumetric analyses (*n* = 10), (6) surface area (*n* = 1), and (7) local gyrification index (*n* = 1; see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). FC analyses were conducted in 33 records: resting state fMRI scans were used in 12---defined here as a separate fMRI scan, acquired in the absence of a task, using basic seed-based, region-of-interest or independent components analyses (ICA). Six studies included measures of FC conducted from task-based data and 10 studies included psychophysiological interaction (PPI; 2 observed no significant results [@bib0029]; [@bib0047]), however, between-groups contrasts were not conducted for PPI in one record ([@bib0058]). A few records included FC analyses for hierarchical partner matching-ICA (*n* = 1), amplitude of low frequency fluctuations analyses (*n* = 1), effective connectivity (*n* = 2), and regional homogeneity (*n* = 2, see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). Finally, 42 records included a task, and these were separated into groups including: (1) null judgement/passive (discerning characteristics of no interest to the researchers like gender or nose width, or simply viewing emotional stimuli), (2) congruency and conflict (deciphering congruent and incongruent stimuli), (3) emotion modulation (maintaining or altering emotions during stimulation), (4) conditioned fear (generalizing fear to similar stimuli), (5) memory (e.g., memory suppression of word pairs or memory after neutral or anxiety-inducing distractors), and (6) miscellaneous tasks (see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). For more specific task information, please see the supplementary data spreadsheet. In one record, two distinct tasks were performed ([@bib0014]), and these are listed separately in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. To focus the review, neuroimaging results obtained from correlation with questionnaires or behavioural data are not reported here. For this reason, results are omitted from 2 records as the only significant results were found after co-varying neural activity with questionnaire data ([@bib0056]; [@bib0073]).Table 2Study design and task-based stimuli used in included records.Table 2Modality*N*[†](#tb2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}ReferencesMeta-Analyses***Structure****35*Diffusion Tensor Imaging10([@bib0016]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0063]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0120]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0129]) *Fractional Anisotropy*8([@bib0029]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0063]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0120]; [@bib0128]; [@bib0129]) *Mean Diffusivity*3([@bib0027]; [@bib0118]; [@bib0120]) *Apparent Diffusion Coefficient*1([@bib0016]) *Tractography*1([@bib0029]) *Axial + Radial Diffusivity*1([@bib0120])White Matter Hyperintensity2([@bib0007]; [@bib0056])Cortical Thickness Analysis4([@bib0007]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0074]; [@bib0112])Voxel-Based Morphometry16([@bib0030]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0061], [@bib0062]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0077], [@bib0079], [@bib0080], [@bib0081]; [@bib0082]; [@bib0083], [@bib0085]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0113])([@bib0053]; [@bib0063]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0083]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0113])Volume10([@bib0001]; [@bib0007]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0032], [@bib0033]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0073]; [@bib0074]; [@bib0116])Surface Area1([@bib0074])Local Gyrification Index1([@bib0074])***Functional Connectivity****33*Resting State12([@bib0006]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0031]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0089]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0117]; [@bib0119])Task-Related FC7([@bib0005]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0066]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0111])Psychophysiological Interaction10([@bib0021]; [@bib0026]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0039]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0118])Hierarchical partner matching-ICA1([@bib0098])ALFF1([@bib0119]).Effective Connectivity2([@bib0072]; [@bib0098])Regional Homogeneity2([@bib0059]; [@bib0124])***Task****42*Null Judgement/ Passive10([@bib0013]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0024]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0088]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0122])([@bib0042]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0092]) *Passively view 'Lost' episode*([@bib0024]) *Passively view cued emotional images*([@bib0088]) *Passively view emotional faces*([@bib0122]) *Passively view or appraise IAPS affect*([@bib0042]) *Appraise face affect*([@bib0054]) *Face hostility/nose width judgements*([@bib0069]) *Emotional faces + gender judgement*([@bib0013]; [@bib0092]) *Emotional faces+ face colour judgement*([@bib0030]) *IAPS + blurry image judgement*([@bib0021])Congruency/ Conflict9([@bib0014]; [@bib0039]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0044], [@bib0045]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0075], [@bib0076]; [@bib0097])([@bib0075]; [@bib0097]) *Top-down attention control*([@bib0014]) *Emotional conflict task*([@bib0039]; [@bib0041]) *Emotion face assessment task*([@bib0045]) *Modified emotion assessment task*([@bib0044]) *Congruent emotional faces*([@bib0056]; [@bib0075], [@bib0076]) *Emotional Stroop task*([@bib0097])Emotion Modulation6([@bib0004], [@bib0005]; [@bib0009]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0094]) *Worry induction or suppression*([@bib0004]) *Worry induction or neutral*([@bib0072]; [@bib0094]) *Worry induction*([@bib0005]) *Maintain or reduce reactions to images*([@bib0009]) *Explicit emotion regulation*([@bib0014])Conditioned Fear6([@bib0026]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0058]) *Fear generalization (shape + shock)*([@bib0026]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0047]) *Fear generalization (tones + money)*([@bib0058])Memory6([@bib0036]; [@bib0078], [@bib0081]; [@bib0084]; [@bib0085], [@bib0086]) *Memory/suppression of word pairs*([@bib0036]) *Recognition of neutral/emotional words*([@bib0085]; [@bib0086]) *Recognition of faces after distractors*([@bib0078], [@bib0081]; [@bib0084])Miscellaneous6([@bib0015]; [@bib0048]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0111]; [@bib0123]; [@bib0125]) *Optimistic bias task*([@bib0015]) *Monetary incentive anticipation task*([@bib0048]) *Visuomotor task, recall past emotion*([@bib0090]) *CPT-END task*([@bib0111]) *Reinforcement prediction error*([@bib0123]) *Uncertainty + monetary loss*([@bib0125])***Stimuli***Emotive Faces9([@bib0013]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0044], [@bib0045]; [@bib0056]; [@bib0075], [@bib0076]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0122])Emotion-evoking scenes (e.g., IAPS)9([@bib0009]; [@bib0014]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0078], [@bib0081]; [@bib0084]; [@bib0088]; [@bib0111])Lexical8([@bib0004], [@bib0005]; [@bib0015]; [@bib0036]; [@bib0081]; [@bib0085]; [@bib0086]; [@bib0097])Emotive faces + lexical5([@bib0039]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0094])Rectangles + shock5([@bib0026]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0047])Auditory stimuli3([@bib0058]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0090])Monetary Loss/Gain3([@bib0048]; [@bib0123]; [@bib0125])Television episode1([@bib0024])Internal worries1([@bib0072])[^2]

3.4. Systematic review results {#sec0012}
------------------------------

Common MRI results for comparisons between subjects with GAD and HC can be found in supplementary Table S2. Regions were listed in Table S2 if they were found in at least two records from different laboratories, but a full list of results can be found in the supplementary data spreadsheet. The most commonly occurring regions include the same four regions consistently identified by other systematic reviews: the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC), ACC, amygdala, and hippocampus.

The results from the ACC were largely mixed: results indicate both increased (*n* = 6; [@bib0004]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0094]) and decreased (*n* = 7; [@bib0014]; [@bib0036]; [@bib0039]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0123]) activity for subjects with GAD, across all different types of tasks, without any clear age-group patterns emerging (see supplementary Table S2). Although the FC results for the ACC are relatively mixed, with greater FC (*n* = 5; [@bib0005]; [@bib0026]; [@bib0039]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0119]) and reduced FC (*n* = 8; [@bib0005]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0066]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0119]; [@bib0124]), there are a few more records indicating reduced FC for GAD subjects when using an amygdala seed ([@bib0066]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0106]), compared to greater FC with this seed ([@bib0039]).

While there was some evidence to suggest greater activity in the dlPFC for subjects with GAD (for passive ([@bib0021]); congruency ([@bib0045]); and emotion modulation ([@bib0072])), slightly more results show reduced activity for subjects with GAD across passive ([@bib0024]; [@bib0092]), congruency ([@bib0045]; [@bib0097]), emotion modulation ([@bib0004]; [@bib0009]; [@bib0072]), and memory ([@bib0078], [@bib0081]; [@bib0084]) tasks. Both increased and decreased activity in the dlPFC was reported for adults and adolescents, and interestingly, most of these dlPFC activation results are from whole-brain studies. Additionally, subjects with GAD tended to have reduced FC in the dlPFC (*n* = 9), arising from amygdala ([@bib0064]; [@bib0066]; [@bib0076]), insula ([@bib0005]; [@bib0021]), precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC; [@bib0119]), and prefrontal ([@bib0005]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0119]) seeds, and in a hierarchical partner matching study ([@bib0098]). However, it should be noted that a few studies (*n* = 3) showed increased FC in the dlPFC ([@bib0005] (insula seed); [@bib0117] (basolateral amygdala seed); [@bib0119] (whole-brain ALFF)). Finally, results indicated that subjects with GAD had reduced dlPFC volume (*n* = 5; [@bib0007]; [@bib0077], [@bib0079], [@bib0080], [@bib0081]).

The results for the amygdala were somewhat clearer: all structural studies consistently showed increased volume ([@bib0032]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0107]) and FA ([@bib0129]) for subjects with GAD. While one study showed reduced effective connectivity in the amygdala ([@bib0098] \[frontal gyrus seeds\]), and another observed reduced FC between the right and left amygdala ([@bib0064]), all other FC results were greater for GAD (albeit with inconsistent seed regions; [@bib0005]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0098]) and spanning all age groups. Finally, the majority of task results (*n* = 11) indicated greater amygdala activity for subjects with GAD for passive ([@bib0042]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0088]), congruency ([@bib0039]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0044], [@bib0045]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0097]), and emotion modulation ([@bib0072]) tasks, while only a few studies in adults (*n* = 2) showed reduced activity for subjects with GAD in passive ([@bib0024]) and congruency ([@bib0014]) tasks. One study investigating high uncertainty observed both increased and decreased activity in the amygdala ([@bib0125]). Although these amygdala results included expected responses to aversive stimuli, it also included results for neutral stimuli in two cases ([@bib0054]; [@bib0088]). Additionally, a variety of studies that hypothesized amygdala volume ([@bib0051]; [@bib0061]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0073]; [@bib0087]) activity ([@bib0030]; [@bib0122]), or FC ([@bib0029]; [@bib0047]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0100]) differences did not observe them. Finally, the hippocampus results were left-lateralized (with exceptions in: [@bib0001] (bilateral); [@bib0026]; [@bib0119]) and indicated that subjects with GAD had reduced volume ([@bib0001]; [@bib0051]; [@bib0080]; [@bib0083]; [@bib0085]) and increased mean diffusivity ([@bib0027]), compared with HC. Activation results in the hippocampus tended to be mixed: for memory tasks HC subjects had increased activity for neutral or anxiety-induced conditions ([@bib0085]; [@bib0086]) while subjects with GAD also had increased activity, but only for anxiety-induced conditions ([@bib0078], [@bib0081]; [@bib0084]). One conditioned fear task further showed increased activity for HC ([@bib0027]), as well as for a generalized fear stimulus condition in a PPI FC study ([@bib0026]). Finally, subjects with GAD showed increased FC with the hippocampus using dlPFC ([@bib0119]) and insula ([@bib0005]) seeds.

In addition to these four commonly accepted GAD-altered regions, a variety of other regions are also commonly altered. The insula, which has similar representation in the results as the hippocampus, appears to have reduced volume for subjects with GAD ([@bib0080]; [@bib0083]; [@bib0085]), but greater FC ([@bib0021]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0119])---particularly with amygdala seeds ([@bib0045]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0106]). Only one result indicated reduced FC in the GAD insula ([@bib0005]). Insula activity was mixed, with greater activity in subjects with GAD for passive ([@bib0021]), congruency ([@bib0045]), and conditioned fear tasks ([@bib0058]), mixed for emotion modulation tasks (reduced activity in [@bib0009]; and greater activity in [@bib0072]), and reduced in a prediction error task ([@bib0123]). The posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) is also fairly prevalent in the results, but has seldom been mentioned in previous reviews, and like the ACC tends to have mixed FC---greater in ([@bib0069]; [@bib0098]; [@bib0111]; [@bib0119]) and reduced in ([@bib0041]; [@bib0098])---and task-based results, greater in ([@bib0021]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0072]) and reduced in ([@bib0024]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0123]), with no clear pattern emerging. Less common, but still each reported in at least 10 records, are the precuneus, precentral gyrus (largely from whole-brain analyses), superior temporal gyrus, ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and the cerebellum (supplementary Table S2).

The precuneus appears to have reduced FC with the dlPFC ([@bib0060]; [@bib0119]), mixed FC with the amygdala---greater in ([@bib0069]; [@bib0117]) and reduced in ([@bib0111])---and reduced activity for working memory ([@bib0036]; [@bib0078], [@bib0081]) in subjects with GAD. The precentral gyrus results show that FC tends to be greater, using amygdala ([@bib0076]; [@bib0117]) and dlPFC ([@bib0119]) seeds and activity is altered for working memory---greater in ([@bib0085]) and reduced in ([@bib0084], [@bib0086])---reduced for a prediction error task ([@bib0123]), but increased for a conditioned fear task ([@bib0058]). Reduced volume is commonly, but not always observed in the precentral gyrus ([@bib0065]; [@bib0079], [@bib0080]; greater volume in [@bib0113]) and superior temporal gyrus (STG; greater volume in [@bib0033]; but reduced volume in [@bib0080]; [@bib0083]; [@bib0085]) for GAD patients. Emotion modulation work resulted in decreased activity ([@bib0009]), while activity for conditioned fear ([@bib0058]) and FC ([@bib0064]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0106]; [@bib0119]; [@bib0124]) was increased in the STG. The vlPFC showed reduced FA ([@bib0118]) and increased FC ([@bib0006]; [@bib0059]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0106]), particularly using amygdala seeds ([@bib0060]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0106]); however, decreased FC was also observed ([@bib0021]; [@bib0118] (amygdala seed)). Subjects with GAD had reduced activity for passive ([@bib0092]) and emotion modulation ([@bib0009]) tasks, greater activity for congruency ([@bib0075]) and memory tasks ([@bib0085]; [@bib0086]), and mixed activity for conditioned fear tasks (reduced in [@bib0029]; increased in [@bib0058]) in the vlPFC. The OFC has reduced mean diffusivity ([@bib0007]), cortical thickness ([@bib0007]), and surface area ([@bib0074]), mixed FC with prefrontal seeds, with greater FC in ([@bib0005]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0111]; [@bib0119]) and reduced FC in ([@bib0005]; [@bib0072]; [@bib0119]). Additionally, the OFC has greater activity in subjects with GAD for emotion modulation ([@bib0072]; [@bib0094]) and passive ([@bib0042]) tasks, and reduced activity in conditioned fear ([@bib0058]) and memory ([@bib0036]) tasks. Finally, whole-brain results show the midbrain is consistently smaller in subjects with GAD, as compared to HC ([@bib0077], [@bib0079], [@bib0080], [@bib0081]; [@bib0083]; [@bib0085]); however, these results are all from the same laboratory, and it is likely that there is some participant overlap between these records, although the authors could not be reached to confirm this.

The cerebellum results are again fairly mixed, having both increased ([@bib0005]; [@bib0064]; [@bib0106]) and reduced ([@bib0045]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0106]) FC in subjects with GAD. However, grouping and re-labelling the results from the cerebellum yielded more distinct activation and FC patterns: HC \> GAD contrasts were largely localized to the anterior lobe for FC ([@bib0060] \[dlPFC seed\]) and activity related to emotion regulation ([@bib0009]), congruency ([@bib0097]), and working memory ([@bib0036]; [@bib0078], [@bib0081]), with about half of the results localized to the culmen/vermis lobules IV and V ([@bib0009]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0081]; see [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, GAD \> HC contrasts were largely observed in the posterior cerebellum with FC ([@bib0045]; [@bib0064]), and activity from congruency tasks ([@bib0044]; [@bib0076]; [@bib0097]; see [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). Some papers in which cerebellum results were reported were excluded as specific contrasts were not done to compare subjects with GAD to HC ([@bib0011]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0023]; [@bib0049]; [@bib0050]; [@bib0057]; [@bib0093]; [@bib0114]). There is also at least one case in which cerebellum FC was hypothesized, but not observed ([@bib0117]). As a caution to interpretation, the spatial accuracy of the cerebellum results may be limited as MNI or Talairach normalization can result in variability in fissure localization after registration---a SPM-compatible cerebellar atlas has been created for better spatial normalization in the future ([@bib0034]; [@bib0035]).Table 3Cerebellum results across studies.Table 3SourceNormalization(WB or Seed)MethodContrastCoordinatesXYZSideLobeSubregion***Healthy Control \> Generalized Anxiety Disorder***([@bib0081])Talairach[†](#tb3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (WB)Task--- Recognition of faces after distractorsNeutral19−32−23RACulmen *(Vermis L. III)*Anxiety−37−54−24LACulmen *(Vermis L. III)*([@bib0009])Talairach (WB)Task---Maintain or reduce reactions to imagesMaintain vs. Baseline−34−41−20LACulmen *(Vermis L. III)*34−57−24RACulmen *(Vermis L. III)*−26−69−28LPPyramis *(Vermis L. VII)*18−57−28RAN/A([@bib0060])MNI (R dlPFC)Functional Connectivity---Resting state6−510RAClivus/Folium *(Vermis L. IV, V)*([@bib0078])MNI (WB)Task--- Recognition of faces after distractorsNeutral18−34−20RALobule 4, 5 *(Cerebellar H.)*Anxiety−36−56−22LPLobule 6 *(Cerebellar H.)*([@bib0097])MNI (WB)Task---Emotional StroopNegative vs. neutral−22−28−24LALobule 4, 5 *(Cerebellar H.)*([@bib0036])MNI (WB)Task---Memory/ suppression of word pairsSuppression3−43−26RAN/ARetrieval3−43−26RAN/A  ***Generalized Anxiety Disorder \> Healthy Control***([@bib0044])Talairach (WB)Task---Modified emotion face assessment taskFear vs. happy−2−62−36LRPInf. Semi-Lunar Lobule *(Crus II)*([@bib0064])MNI (R Amygdala)Functional Connectivity---Resting state−45−63−51LPInf. Semi-Lunar Lobule *(Crus II)*33−30−36RPLobule 6 (*Cerebellar H.*)([@bib0076])Talairach (WB)Task---Congruency of neutral or emotional facesAngry vs. neutral−46−62−25LPTuber (*Vermis L. VI*)([@bib0005])MNI (L dlPFC)Functional Connectivity---Worry perseverative cognition6−52−2RAClivus/Folium *(Vermis L. IV, V)*([@bib0045])Talairach (L Amygdala)Functional Connectivity---PPI8−42−21RACulmen *(Vermis L. III)*11−57−39RPCerebellar Tonsil([@bib0097])MNI (WB)Task---Emotional StroopNegative vs. neutral−2−74−22LRPPyramis (*Vermis L. VII*)[^3][^4]

3.5. Meta-Analyses {#sec0013}
------------------

Meta-analyses were conducted for VBM and task-based research (in which negative emotion-evoking tasks were compared to a neutral or null baseline). Records were excluded if they shared participants with another study---the record with the largest sample size was used. Whole-brain spmT maps were provided for two VBM records ([@bib0053]; [@bib0065]), and one task-based record ([@bib0097]) while peak voxels were used in the remainder.

The VBM meta-analysis included six records ([@bib0053]; [@bib0063]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0083]; [@bib0107]; [@bib0113]). Global volume changes could not be assessed between groups: only two records reported controlling for intracranial volume ([@bib0065]; [@bib0083]), but these values were only reported in one ([@bib0083]). GAD patients had greater volume than HC in several areas associated with visual processing (precuneus, angular, lingual, parahippocampal, fusiform, and middle occipital gyri), the inferior parietal gyrus, the pre- and postcentral gyri (Brodmann areas 1--4), the temporal pole and middle temporal gyrus. HC had greater volume than GAD along the cingulate cortex (cingulum, anterior cingulate/paracingulate), motor/planning regions (precentral gyrus \[Brodmann area 6\], supplementary motor area), and language areas (superior temporal gyrus (Heschl\'s), inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis), and middle frontal gyrus (see [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} and supplementary Table S3).Fig. 2Results from the meta-analyses for GAD \> HC (red) and GAD \< HC (blue). Task-based results are for negative stimuli \> neutral stimuli. See supplementary tables S3-4 for a full list of significant clusters. *L* = left; *R* = right; *S* = superior; *I* = inferior; *A* = anterior; *P* = posterior. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig 2

The task-based meta-analysis was conducted with five records ([@bib0042]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0075]; [@bib0092]; [@bib0097]) in which authors conducted a between-subjects contrast, comparing visual, negative emotion-evoking stimuli with a neutral or null baseline. The tasks included making gender ([@bib0092]) or affect ([@bib0054]) judgements of emotive faces, passively viewing or appraising images from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; [@bib0042]), emotional Stroop task ([@bib0097]), and distinguishing congruency with emotional faces ([@bib0075]). Peak or centre of gravity coordinates were not specified in one record ([@bib0075]), and contact with the authors revealed that this information could not be recalled. However, it was decided that because of the small size of the single, significant cluster in this record, that the coordinates would be included in the meta-analysis. GAD groups had greater activity in a cluster with the peak in the left amygdala (with additional local peaks, including in the striatum), the inferior network (uncinate fasciculus, orbital middle frontal gyrus), and the supramarginal gyrus, compared to HC groups for negative \> neutral stimuli. Alternatively, the HC groups had greater activity in the orbital superior frontal gyrus (with additional local peaks throughout the middle frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate/paracingulate gyri), and in the pars triangularis of the inferior frontal gyrus, compared to GAD groups for negative \> neutral stimuli (see [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} and supplementary Table S4). Results from the jackknife sensitivity analyses can be observed in supplementary Table S5 for both meta-analyses. Although task-based results from the leave-one-out jackknife analyses tended to yield similar results---and when they differed, tended to result in clusters losing significance---one notable exception occurred when the record by [@bib0042] was left out. For the GAD \> HC contrast, a new, 104 voxel cluster in the cerebellum (hemispheric lobule 7, vermic lobules VI, VII, VIII, and crus I) was observed. These results should be regarded with caution as the [@bib0042] record was, in fact, included, but may point to the need for further investigation.

4. Discussion {#sec0014}
=============

This systematic review and meta-analyses were concerned with determining the altered neural structure, FC, and activity in GAD patients. The current work makes an important contribution to the literature by providing corroborative evidence in support of the previously identified brain regions involved in GAD, and identifying novel brain regions not previously reported in systematic reviews. To our knowledge, this is the first meta-analytic investigation of GAD, as well as the largest systematic review to-date. This systematic review includes almost twice as many records as those included in any previous reviews and therefore provides the most current and comprehensive assessment of the neural correlates underlying GAD which furthers our understanding of this disorder.

The current systematic review, by using about twice as many additional studies and conducting two meta-analyses provides evidence for altered physiology in the dlPFC, ACC, amygdala, and hippocampus---three previous systematic reviews implicate these regions as well ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]; [@bib0071]). Interestingly, and importantly, these results, along with the others observed in the systematic review and meta-analyses lend themselves well to the idea of network-level organization---many of the altered regions are key structures in resting state networks. Although structure and function are largely related, structural metrics do not completely explain function ([@bib0010]); for this reason this observation is speculative and exploratory, and it is important to note that structure, activity, and even FC alterations in these regions may not be directly related to resting state network FC or behavioural changes. Regardless, it remains interesting to consider the relationship between the implicated regions and their roles in network organization.

For example, the precuneus/PCC, medial PFC (mPFC), medial temporal lobes, and hippocampi are all nodes of the default mode network ([@bib0105])---and all four of these regions had altered volume in the meta-analysis. Specifically we found increased volume in the middle temporal gyrus and precuneus and reduced volume in mPFC and hippocampus; reduced hippocampus volume was previously reported in one review ([@bib0052]). The default mode network is typically active during mind-wandering and self-referential thinking ([@bib0105]) and has often been observed as having altered FC in other psychopathologies ([@bib0020]). Theoretical involvement of this resting state network in GAD makes sense as anxiety patients tend to ruminate with a self-referential focus ([@bib0020])---a key process attributed to this network. In another GAD systematic review, Fonzo and colleagues ([@bib0043]) suggest that alterations of the anterior components of this network may be responsible for the "worry cascade" of GAD and that the worries formed in GAD are resistant to change because they seem to be immune to external, contradictory evidence.

The central executive (also known as the frontoparietal) network has almost the opposite role of the default mode network, being responsible for high-order cognitive processes such as maintaining objects in working memory, attention ([@bib0017]), and coordinating cognitive control ([@bib0037]; [@bib0068]). This network appears pertinent to the GAD population from a behavioural perspective, likely manifested by difficulty concentrating, a common symptom in GAD. Further lending support to this idea are the brain nodes comprising this network: the dlPFC, inferior parietal gyrus ([@bib0115]), and crus II of the cerebellum ([@bib0108]) have all been identified in our systematic review and the dlPFC and inferior parietal gyrus were also observed in the meta-analyses. In crus II, we observed increased FC between the right amygdala, and increased activity during the modified emotion face assessment task while our meta-analysis indicated greater volume in the inferior parietal cortex. Our results for the dlPFC were amongst the most prevalent: subjects with GAD had greater volume, and activity was mostly (but not entirely) reduced in response to passive, congruency, emotion modulation, and memory tasks. Additionally, FC tended to be reduced in the dlPFC, arising from amygdala, insula, and dlPFC seeds for GAD patients, although one study showed increased FC between the dlPFC and basolateral amygdala and another between the dlPFC and anterior insula. Previous GAD systematic reviews agree that PFC activity is altered (reduced in [@bib0071]) in subjects with GAD compared to HC ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]) for emotion regulation, and perseverative cognition. Hilbert and colleagues broke down the PFC results they observed by placing a larger emphasis on different age groups and found increased vlPFC activity for adolescents in attention/vigilance tasks, no differences in adults for an affective Stroop task, and increased dlPFC activity for neutral words, but decreased activity for negative words in an elderly GAD sample.

Because the default mode and central executive networks may have a role in GAD, it would be intuitive that the salience network may also be involved: this network is believed to act as a "switch" between the central executive and default mode networks ([@bib0108]). The salience network is responsible for orienting attention to important (i.e., salient) information, and is thus implicated in threat-based responses---another indication that this network may be implicated in GAD. Interestingly, key nodes of the salience network---the ACC, insula, and amygdala ([@bib0017]; [@bib0070])---have been identified in the current systematic review and meta-analyses as regions likely being altered in GAD. Again the systematic review results for the ACC were mixed amongst a variety of tasks, corroborating previous reviews ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]; [@bib0071]). [@bib0043] address the variability in these results by concluding that the BOLD variability itself may be an intrinsic component of GAD, and that investigating the sources for this variability will be important for future understanding of this disorder. Although the ACC also had mixed FC results, overall they tended to be reduced for subjects with GAD when using an amygdala seed. Furthermore, meta-analyses showed reduced ACC activity and volume. The systematic review results for the amygdala indicated increased volume and FA for subjects with GAD, although our VBM meta-analysis failed to find volume differences in the amygdala---in line with a variety of studies failing to find expected amygdala results. Most of the task-based research indicated increased activity in GAD---including the task-based meta-analysis. Additionally, all three previous reviews ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]; [@bib0071]) discussed altered amygdala activity in GAD---sometimes hyperactivated for emotional stimuli only, sometimes hyperactivated for emotional and neutral stimuli, other times hypoactivated for fearful faces, and finally sometimes with no activity differences despite hypotheses to the contrary. [@bib0071] suggested interpreting these amygdala results in tandem with the PFC response---especially because the reviews all highlight altered (reduced in [@bib0052]; [@bib0071]) FC between the amygdala and PFC. Because FC was reduced for GAD patients in dlPFC using amygdala and insula seeds, and in ACC using an amygdala seed---it seems likely that there may be some disconnection between the central executive and salience networks, which may contribute to or result from the idea that subjects with GAD have inflexibility in top-down processing (mediated by the default mode network), as mentioned by [@bib0043].

Additionally, the sensorimotor network appears to have differences in many of its key nodes in GAD. The sensorimotor network includes the pre- and postcentral gyri, supplementary motor area (SMA), and cerebellum lobules IV/V/VI ([@bib0108]): the meta-analyses indicates greater volume for subjects with GAD in the pre- and postcentral gyri, reduced volume in the SMA, and reduced activity in the cerebellum for tasks contrasting neutral and negative emotion-evoking stimuli. Although the systematic review shows mixed task-based results for the precentral gyrus for memory, fear learning, and prediction error tasks, the postcentral gyrus appears to have greater activity for subjects with GAD for fear learning, emotion modulation, and congruency tasks. As the sensorimotor network corresponds to the anatomy required for sensation and movement, and displays functionally relevant synchrony at rest ([@bib0105]), thus far, relation of this network to GAD remains speculative, but may be related to increased muscle tension and feelings of being "on edge" and hypervigilance in a motoric sense.

Delving deeper into the cerebellum, an often ignored region, there is a fairly substantial representation in the systematic review for FC and activity differences in GAD. Although initially, the results looked fairly mixed, running the cerebellum coordinates through Talairach Client or MRIcron clarified the results. Compared to HC, GAD patients have *reduced* FC (largely with amygdala seeds) and activity in response to working memory, emotion modulation, and conflict tasks in the *anterior* lobe of the cerebellum (often in the culmen). Furthermore, compared to HC, GAD patients also had *greater* FC and activity for congruency and conflict, and facial affect processing tasks in the *posterior* cerebellum ([Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). This anterior-posterior dichotomy becomes interesting in light of [@bib0012] assessment of the cerebellum FC. The authors found that the posterior cerebellar lobules correlated with prefrontal and association areas, indicating their involvement with the default mode network ([@bib0012])---it would be interesting to see if cerebellar and default mode networks had a stronger FC coupling since it appears that subjects with GAD have altered default mode and related cerebellar nodes.

Despite the relative lack of studies that report on the cerebellum, the idea of the cerebellum being altered in psychiatric disorders is not a new one: cerebellum volume or functional changes in psychiatric disorders including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and schizophrenia has been observed ([@bib0008]; [@bib0095]). Additionally, cerebellar volumes appear to be increased in OCD in the presence of childhood neglect ([@bib0018]), while FC between the cerebellum and salience and executive control networks is altered in association with anxiety risk ([@bib0025]).

A recent consensus paper by [@bib0002] indicates that in addition to its well-known role in regulating motor control, the cerebellum also plays a role in a wide variety of emotion processing. The culmen specifically (vermis lobules IV/V) has been shown to be hypoactive in alexithymia---a condition marked by dysfunctional emotional awareness ([@bib0002]). Adamaszek also reported on a meta-analysis implicating vermal lobules IV and VI in explicit emotional face processing ([@bib0002]). The inferior semi-lunar lobules (cerebellar hemisphere VIIB) have been shown to be active in response to unpleasant images when combined with noxious heat ([@bib0002]). Although a clear picture is emerging for the localization of cerebellar alteration in GAD, the roles that each region plays remains complex as they appear to be involved in emotion-related processing, in addition to the better-known roles of motor control.

This review and meta-analysis all tend to point towards the same conclusion of the previous reviews: top-down, emotion dysregulation appears to be consistent with the neuroimaging GAD data ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]; [@bib0071]). However, the current review and meta-analysis adds to this framework by expanding the results outwards from the dlPFC, ACC, amygdala, and hippocampus by concluding that large scale alterations are present, likely manifesting in brain-wide networks, rather than distinct anatomical regions.

5. Limitations {#sec0015}
==============

A number of limitations exist within the present work. First, this review is limited in that only studies employing direct comparisons between GAD and HC were included. Furthermore, differences between GAD patients and additional disorders were largely ignored to maintain the focus of the systematic review. Finally, the meta-analyses performed were limited in terms of the number of records eligible for inclusion, and the availability of whole-brain maps. Although many authors were more than willing to share their data, in many cases, data loss resulting from technical limitations and maintaining ethics requirements, in addition to other hindrances, greatly limited access to whole-brain data. The resulting sample size for each of the meta-analyses further limited the complementary analyses that could be conducted, resulting in a mixture of population ages, medication use, and comorbidities. Finally, although many of the regions identified in the systematic review and meta-analyses are key nodes of resting state networks, it is important to note that many of these results are structural or activity-based in nature and may not as clearly relate to or affect the function of whole-brain resting state networks themselves---future whole-brain resting state studies of GAD can help to further investigate this.

6. Conclusion {#sec0016}
=============

This review summarizes a large body of work focusing on the neural underpinnings of GAD and has produced strong evidence for the involvement of specific brain regions. Previously accepted altered regions include the dlPFC ('\[\]' indicate meta-analysis results while no brackets indicate systematic review results: \[reduced volume\], altered FC with amygdala, altered \[reduced\] activity), ACC (\[reduced volume\], mixed FC and mixed \[reduced\] activity), amygdala (increased \[increased\] volume, increased activity), and hippocampus (greater left-lateralized volume) in the GAD literature. Additionally, previously unidentified regions including the insula (reduced volume, greater FC, mixed \[greater\] activity for GAD), PCC (\[reduced volume\], mixed FC, and mixed \[increased\] activity), precuneus (\[increased volume\], altered FC, reduced working memory activity), precentral gyrus (reduced \[reduced in right, increased in left hemisphere\] volume, greater FC, mixed activity), STG (reduced \[reduced in left, greater right\] volume, increased FC, \[increased activity\]), vlPFC (\[reduced volume\], mostly increased FC, mixed \[reduced\] activity), OFC (reduced mean diffusivity, cortical thickness and surface area, mixed FC and mixed \[reduced\] activity), and cerebellum (reduced FC and working memory activity in anterior lobe, greater FC and congruency-based activity in posterior cerebellum, \[reduced activity\]) are identified as regions of interest via both our systematic review and our meta-analyses. Despite the use of different modalities (i.e., structure, FC, and task-based methods) and widely varying methods of analyses within each modality (e.g., VBM vs. FA values)---a high degree of consistency was observed within the systematic review and meta-analyses. This consistency was observed despite a high degree of variability in terms of age groups, comorbidities, and medication use included in each record. Future research should be conducted to determine if and how these regions differ with severity and duration of the disorder, and between different mood and anxiety disorders. Through this process, we may begin to better understand how the alterations in neural structures and networks contribute to the development and/or maintenance of GAD, which may in turn inform treatment strategies for this patient population.
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[^1]: A '+' symbol indicates multiple patient groups, while a '/' indicates comorbid groups. Adolescent = ages 11--18; Adult = ages 19--59; Elderly = ages 60+; GSP = generalized social phobia; GAD = generalized anxiety disorder; SP = social phobia; SAD = social anxiety disorder; PD = panic disorder; MDD = major depressive disorder; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder.

[^2]: Numbers may not sum to the overall *N* if multiple analysis types were conducted within a record. Please refer to the supplemental data for brief task descriptions for each study. ALFF = amplitude of low frequency fluctuations; ICA = independent component analysis; IAPS = International Affective Picture System.

[^3]: MNI regions were obtained by entering coordinates into MRIcron software, and were labelled using the aal atlas overlay (<https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron>). Talairach regions were labelled by inputting coordinates into Talairach Client software (<http://www.talairach.org/client.html>). Although some records reported cerebellar activity within a cluster, if the peak results were outside of the cerebellum these results are not included here.

[^4]: These data were analysed in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, but results were converted to Talairach for reporting. WB = whole brain; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute space; PPI = psychophysiological interaction; *L* = left; *R* = right; *A* = anterior; *P* = posterior; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; Inf. = inferior; (Cerebellar H.) = cerebellar hemisphere; Vermis L. = Vermis Lobule.
